
 

  

 

 

Graduation offer 2023  

 
Hotel Sunrise is located only 300 m from the beach and the center of Golden Sands resort. 

Offering you 300 modernly furnished rooms, a spacious restaurant, swimming pools, wellness area and great 

animation team, the hotel brings together the beauty of colors and peacefulness, in a soft atmosphere that 

adapts perfectly to all occasions. The main restaurant in the hotel has about 300 seats, 100 of which outdoor.  

A beautiful view reveals from the restaurant’s terrace.  The hotel offers to the guests’ two bars - Lobby and 

Pool Bar. 

Hotel Sunrise has an attractive swimming pool area, which consists of four outdoor and one indoor pool, as 

well as a wellness center (Finnish and aromatic sauna, steam bath, two Jacuzzi baths, relaxation area, 

therapeutic showers, Kneipp path, massages and cosmetic treatments). 

The open area around the hotel provides an opportunity for active leisure time. A tennis court, table tennis, 

darts and billiards are available to guests. 

 

Accommodation 

ALL INCLUSIVE  
1 night  2 nights 

Additional 

night 

Single room 225 BGN 315 BGN 95 BGN 

Person in Double Room 185 BGN 250 BGN 70 BGN 

Person in Triple Room 160 BGN 225 BGN 65 BGN 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 The prices are per person, per night and include: 

 All Inclusive accommodation incl. city tax and insurance 

 Gala Dinner & Party in the festive decorated hotel’s restaurant with a DJ  
 Price Gala dinner w/out accommodation – 79 BGN  

 Discounts : 

 50% discount on the price for twins and orphans, however the number of such reservations should 

not exceed 10 % of the total. 

 Free of charge accommodation and gala dinner for one teacher per class and one director for the 

entire group.  

 Teachers and directors, additionally invited (5 persons per group) - 50 % discount on the price.  Any 

additional invited guest /teacher, director/ above these 5 will be entitled to 20 % discount.  

 Discounts will not apply for additional nights. 

 Reservation and cancellation policy:  

 The hotel expects reservations, which contain the following information: number of guests, 

separated by students, teachers, directors; number and type of rooms: singles/ doubles/ triples; 

duration of stay 

 Hotel expects to receive at least 30 days prior arrival the detailed rooming lists of the participants 

as well as the detailed sitting during the gala dinner.  

 Changes less than 30 days prior arrival (change of dates, duration, number or types of rooms, 

additional guests) will be allowed only after hotel’s confirmation. 
 Deposit in the amount of 40% of the total to be paid within 15 days after reservation. The deposit 

is nonrefundable in case of cancellation.  

 The rest of 60% of the total amount to be paid 30 days prior arrival.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Gala Dinner:  

 

Option 1 

Starting at 20:00 until 00:00. If requested, the celebration could be prolonged until 02:00 and 

overtime will be charged in the amount of 300 BGN per hour. (DJ fee not included) 

 

Buffet Table: 

 Salad bar  

 Hot & cold appetizers  

 Main course: meat & veggie specialties, side dishes and sauces 

 Variety of desserts and fruits or Festive Cake and variety of fruits 

Drinks: 

Bulgarian alcoholic & nonalcoholic drinks included in the All Inclusive menu and served until 00:00. 

After 00:00 all drinks will be additionally charged.  

 

 

Option 2 

Starting at 21:00 until 01:00. If requested, the celebration could be prolonged until 02:00 and 

overtime will be charged in the amount of 300 BGN per hour. (DJ fee not included) 

 

Buffet Table: 

 Salad bar  

 Hot & cold appetizers  

 Main course: meat & veggie specialties, side dishes and sauces 

 Variety of desserts and fruits or Festive Cake and variety of fruits 

Drinks: 

Bulgarian alcoholic & nonalcoholic drinks included in the All Inclusive menu served until 01:00. 

After 01:00 all drinks will be additionally charged.  

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL INCLUSIVE & ACCOMMODATION PACKAGE 

Accommodation 

ALL INCLUSIVE  
2 nights 3 nights  Additional night 

Single Room 199 BGN 290 BGN 95 BGN 

Person in Double Room 155 BGN 215 BGN 70 BGN 

Person in Triple Room 140 BGN 200 BGN 65 BGN 

 

 Prices are per person and include: 

 Accommodation   

 ALL INCLUSIVE 

 City Tax and insurance 

 

 All Inclusive description:  

 Check-in after 15:00 

 Breakfast buffet from 07:30 - 10:00  

Late breakfast snack from 10:00 - 11:00  

Lunch buffet from 12:00 - 14:00  

Late afternoon snack from 14:30 - 16:00  

Dinner Buffet from 18:30 -21:30 

Lobby Bar and Pool Bar – local alcoholic and nonalcoholic drinks, hot drinks coffee and tea, 

sweets.  

 Indoor swimming pool, three outdoor pools and relax pool, sunbeds and umbrellas around the 

pool area, tennis table. 

 Free of charge Wi-Fi in the rooms & public areas 

 Services with additional payment:  

 Parking space upon availability – 20 BGN per day;  

 Safe box – 6 BGN per day;  

 Spa center entry – 30 BGN for up to 3 hours per day /only adults above 18 years old are allowed 

to enter/  

 

 


